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ABSTRACT:
In a 27 kilometre-long circular tunnel beneath the Franco-Swiss border sits the world’s
largest physics experiment: the Large Hadron Collider, or LHC. This experiment aims to
uncover some of the remaining secrets of our Universe, illuminating the nature of the
fundamental forces and particles that make up our world. This talk will outline the Standard
Model, currently our best physical theory of matter and forces, and then describe some of
the first physics results from colliding protons close to the speed of light inside the Large
Hadron Collider.
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Professor Clark's research activities have concentrated on the collision of hadrons (mostly
protons or anti-protons) at the highest possible energies, using particle accelerators. He has
been a member of several experimental teams that have made major contributions to our
understanding of particle interactions including a team which co-identified the W and Z
bosons at the CERN proton-antiproton collider, the CDF experiment that identified the top
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